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Abstract1

This paper presents a new burned area product for the tropical2

forests in South America and South-east Asia. The product is derived3

from Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) mul-4

tispectral surface reflectance data and Active Fire hotspots using a5

novel rare class detection framework that builds data-adaptive clas-6

sification models for different spatial regions and land cover classes.7

Burned areas are reported for 9 MODIS tiles at a spatial resolution8

of 500 m in the study period from 2001 to 2014. The total burned9

area detected in the tropical forests of South America and South-east10
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Asia during these years is 2,286,385 MODIS pixels (approximately11

571 K sq. km.), which is more than three times compared to the es-12

timates by the state-of-the art MODIS MCD64A1 (742,886 MODIS13

pixels). We also present validation of this burned area product using14

(i) manual inspection of Landsat false color composites before and af-15

ter burn date, (ii) manual inspection of synchronized changes in vege-16

tation index time series around the burn date, and (iii) comprehensive17

quantitative validation using MODIS-derived differenced Normalized18

Burn Ratio (dNBR). Our validation results indicate that the events19

reported in our product are indeed true burn events that are missed20

by the state-of-art burned area products.21

Keywords: MODIS, Burned Area Mapping, Tropical forests22

1 Introduction23

Forest fires are known to generate a significant flux of greenhouse gases and24

particulate matter into the atmosphere and also contribute to several ecologi-25

cal effects such as the loss of animal habitat and biodiversity (Minko (2000)).26

In the tropical forests, fires are often associated with active deforestation27

fronts and linked to illegal establishment of industrial timber, oil palm, soy,28

and tea and coffee plantations (Fuller and Fulk (2001)). Forest fire mapping29

from satellite data offers opportunities for providing timely information on30

the implementation of sustainable forest management, which is critical for31

making sound policy decisions for protecting forests. Furthermore, multi-32

annual burned area products are also needed to improve the understanding33
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of the relationship between climate, vegetation and fires (Chen et al. (2011)).34

As a result, there has been an increase in demand for automated and reliable35

tools to monitor forest fires from earth observing satellite data (Randerson36

et al. (2012)).37

Existing satellite-based techniques for burn area assessment can be grouped38

into two broad categories- active fire (hotspot) detection and post-fire burned39

area mapping. Hotspot detection approaches use thermal energy associated40

with burning of biomass to map active (ongoing) fires with the purpose of41

real-time fire management. A number of papers have used active fire data42

as a proxy to report the burned area estimates (Schultz (2002), Smith et al.43

(2007), Sukhinin et al. (2004)). However, hotspot detection methods are44

known to have a high omission error rate because they tend to miss burned45

pixels due to obstruction by clouds and smoke as well as due to limited satel-46

lite diurnal sampling (i.e. satellite overpass occurred when the fires were47

not burning) (Giglio et al. (2009)). Moreover, active fire often overestimates48

burned area in regions with a large proportion of small, sub-pixel fires (Fraser49

et al. (2000)). In contrast, post-fire burned area mapping techniques con-50

sider satellite observations of the land surface over a longer temporal interval51

around the burn date to create more reliable historical maps of burned areas52

(Giglio et al. (2009), Loboda and Csiszar (2007), Pu and Gong (2004), Pu53

et al. (2004), Roy et al. (1999)). Note that post-fire mapping techniques are54

relatively more robust to issues due to cloud cover or smoke from fires because55

often burn scars remain detectable in the spectral observations for several56

months after the burn date. This paper presents a new post-fire burned area57

product for tropical forests derived from MODIS Surface Reflectance 8-day58
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composite product (Vermote et al. (2011)) and MODIS active fire product59

(Giglio et al. (2006)).60

Satellite-based post-fire burned area mapping algorithms face two key61

challenges. First, the relationship between the explanatory variables (spec-62

tral features) and target variable (burned/unburned) changes with spatial63

regions and land cover (Giglio et al. (2009)). Therefore, learning a single64

classification model to distinguish burned pixels from unburned pixels and65

applying it across different land cover classes and geographies can have a66

poor performance. One approach to address this issue is to train separate67

customized models for each land cover and spatial region. However, this re-68

quires annotated training samples in each land cover and geographical region,69

which is infeasible due to the considerable human effort involved in collecting70

training samples using ground and aerial surveys. Hence, existing approaches71

make use of active fire hotspots to select the training samples for burned and72

unburned classes (Fraser et al. (2000), Giglio et al. (2009)). But active fire73

hotspots are only imperfect surrogates for burned areas; therefore, previous74

studies use hand-crafted “cleaning” rules while selecting training pixels from75

active fire hotspots to ensure that the training samples are accurate. As an76

example, Giglio et al. (2009) restrict burned samples to those in which the77

value of normalized change in vegetation index exceeds 2. But, the spectral78

diversity of burned pixels can make such “cleaning heuristics” used for se-79

lecting training samples very brittle in some regions. Second, the problem of80

identifying fires differs from traditional classification problems because of the81

extreme class imbalance, i.e. the unburned locations considerably outnum-82

ber the burned locations. Thus, even a small false positive rate can result83
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in a significant number of spurious burned areas (Senator (2005)). To avoid84

this issue, existing methods tend to use hand-crafted rules that maintain a85

very low rate of commission errors. Note that these hand-crafted rules and86

parameters used for selecting training pixels from active fire hotspots and for87

constraining the number of spurious burn detections in existing algorithms88

are selected empirically by experts based on their performance in ecosystems89

where some annotated training data is available (Bastarrika et al. (2011)).90

We notice that these parameters are perhaps too conservative for the tropics.91

As a result, existing products tend to detect only the more clearly burned92

pixels in the tropics, at the cost of omitting many burned pixels.93

We address these issues using a three stage framework- RAre class Pre-94

diction in the absence of True labels (referred to as RAPT). The RAPT95

framework is able to automatically adapt model parameters as the relation-96

ship between the explanatory and target variable changes with spatial region97

and land cover class without any hand-crafted heuristics for obtaining clean98

training samples. The first stage of RAPT assigns each pixel a burn scar99

label (yes/no) by building a classifier on MODIS multispectral surface re-100

flectance. Training samples are selected by using a random sample of active101

fire hotspots as burned training samples and a random sample of other pixels102

as unburned. To minimize the impact of inaccuracies in the positive and neg-103

ative training samples, a new learning framework is used in Stage 1 that has104

been shown to be robust to noise in training labels under certain assumptions105

(Mithal et al. (2016)). In fact, the accuracy of classifiers trained on noisy106

training samples has been shown to be nearly as good as the one of classifiers107

trained on samples obtained using high quality fire perimeters that are avail-108
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able for several states in the United States (Mithal et al. (2016)). Stage 1 of109

RAPT also addresses the trade-off between omission and commission errors110

in a principled manner by automatically selecting the classification model111

parameters that jointly maximize the user’s and producer’s accuracy of the112

burned class. Note that despite a low false positive rate at the end of stage113

1, the user’s accuracy for the burned class can still be quite poor due to the114

extreme imbalance between the burned and unburned classes. The second115

stage of RAPT uses co-occurrence of Active Fire hotspots and burn scar to116

identify confident burns, which will have a lower commission error rate than117

both Active fire hotspots and burn scars individually. These confident burns118

are unlikely to be spurious events, as the probability of the two sources- ac-119

tive fire and scar classifier- making an error at the same location tends to be120

low. However, the reduction in errors of commission is achieved at the cost121

of increasing the errors of omission. The third stage of RAPT uses spatial122

context to improve the coverage of burned areas in the spatial proximity of123

the confident burns identified in the second stage. In particular, this stage124

includes pixels with burn scars that are connected to confident burned areas125

as part of the final event, even though they do not have an active fire present.126

The spatial connectivity constraint ensures that the coverage of final RAPT127

burned areas is increased without including many spurious detections.128

The RAPT framework was applied in the tropical forests in Amazon and129

South-east Asia between the years 2001-2014 and identified 2,286,385 MODIS130

pixels (approximately 571 K sq. km.), which is three times more than the131

burned area estimated by the commonly used MCD64A1 product (Giglio132

et al. (2009)). In this paper, we also present three lines of evidence to validate133
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the events reported in RAPT product. First, we manually examined Landsat134

false color composite images before and after the burn dates for a sample of135

reported events for which cloud free images were available close to the date136

of the event. Our results indicate that the RAPT events show a visible burn137

scar in their after-burn composite images. Second, manual inspection of the138

enhanced vegetation index (EVI) time series of the pixels that are part of139

RAPT events shows that a large number of these time series have an abrupt140

loss in vegetation on the event date reported by RAPT algorithm followed141

by a gradual recovery, which is the expected behavior from burned pixels.142

Moreover, we observed that the changes occurring in EVI are synchronized143

in time (around the event date) for the locations that are part of the same144

RAPT event, increasing our confidence that these locations had a fire at145

the event date, since fires tend to burn nearby locations in a short time146

interval. Finally, a comprehensive quantitative evaluation using MODIS-147

derived differenced Normalized Burn Ratio (dNBR) (Loboda et al. (2007))148

was done to estimate the user’s and producer’s accuracy of the fire events.149

These validation results increase our confidence that the events reported in150

RAPT product are indeed burn events.151

We have created a publicly accessible web-based viewer for visualizing our152

burned area product http://arizona-umh.cs.umn.edu/FireMonitorRelease/.153

The viewer shows the RAPT events corresponding to a user-selected MODIS154

tile and year as event polygons. Polygon-level statistics such as total num-155

ber of MODIS pixels, number of pixels with an active fire hotspot, and the156

number of pixels identified by MCD64A1 are reported. The MODIS pixels157

belonging to a particular event polygon can also be viewed by selecting the158
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polygon. In addition, relevant information about these MODIS pixels (such159

as their Enhanced Vegetation index series, Normalized Burn Ratio index se-160

ries, and MODIS land cover classification labels) can be queried by selecting161

(clicking) one of the pixels.162

2 Burned Area Detection Method163

2.1 Study area and input data164

This study considers the burned areas in forests located in tropical regions165

in South America and South-east Asia. The burned area detection algo-166

rithm uses the 500 m MODIS Surface Reflectance 8-day composite product167

(Vermote et al. (2011)) (https://lpdaac.usgs.gov/dataset_discovery/modis/modis_products_168

table/mod09a1) , MODIS active fire product (Giglio et al. (2006)) (https://lpdaac.169

usgs.gov/dataset_discovery/modis/modis_products_table/mod14a2) , and MODIS MOD12Q1170

land cover classification product (Friedl et al. (2002)) (https://lpdaac.usgs.gov/171

dataset_discovery/modis/modis_products_table/mcd12q1) . The MODIS products are de-172

fined on global sinusoidal grids in fixed geolocated tiles approximately 10173

degree by 10 degree in size and are publicly available from Land Processes174

Distributed Active Archive Center. Landsat ETM+ scenes are used in this175

study for validating a sample of the RAPT fire events by manual inspection.176

Moreover, MODIS MCD64A1 (Giglio et al. (2009)) (http://modis-fire.umd.edu/177

pages/BurnedArea.php?target=Download) is used as an existing state-of-art burned area178

product for comparative study.179
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2.2 The RAPT framework180

Our burned area detection framework is designed to combine the information181

in MODIS active fire hotspots and multispectral surface reflectance data182

for global-scale burned area detection. The detection algorithm proceeds183

through the three stages described below (Figure 1 shows flowchart of the184

RAPT framework).185

Figure 1: Flowchart showing the steps of the RAPT framework
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2.2.1 Stage 1: Identifying burn-scars from spectral data186

In this step a classification model is trained to identify the pixels with a187

burn-scar based on their surface reflectance observations. This classifier is188

then applied on all instances to produce the initial classification for each 500189

m pixel at every time step. Pixels identified by this classifier are treated as190

candidate burned pixels, which are then refined in the subsequent stages to191

give the final burned areas. The classifier uses MODIS multispectral surface192

reflectance 8-day composite product for identifying the burn-scars. Specifi-193

cally, the classification model to separate burned pixels from unburned pixels194

is trained on a 7-dimensional feature space consisting of all the seven bands195

of MODIS multispectral reflectance data. This stage requires selection of196

training samples and building a classification model using the samples.197

Selecting training pixels We make use of the active fire hotspots to198

select the training samples for burned and unburned classes to train the scar199

classifier. In particular, we select active fire pixels as training samples for200

burned class if they form a spatial cluster of size greater than 10 pixels. This201

spatial pruning is done to eliminate active fire pixels belonging to sub-pixel202

burns. Pixels with an active fire observation on a given date are more likely203

to show a burn scar than those without an active fire. However, active fire204

hotspots are only a weak surrogate for burn-scars and a training data set205

created using active fire observations is often contaminated with noise in the206

labels of the training samples.207
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Building classification model with noisy training samples We use208

a logistic regression model as our classifier (Koutsias and Karteris (1998)).209

It models the probability that a pixel with spectral observation x belongs to210

the burned class as a logistic sigmoid acting on a linear function of x,211

P [y = 1|x; w] = σ(wTx)212

where the logistic sigmoid function is defined as σ(z) = 1/(1+e−z). The final213

classifier is written in the following form: y = 1 if P [y = 1|x; w] ≥ γ and214

0 otherwise. The threshold γ determines the trade-off between the errors215

of omission and commission, which varies as γ is swept from 0 to 1. In216

case of burned area mapping a suitable classification objective is to jointly217

maximize the user’s accuracy and producer’s accuracy of the burned class.218

Therefore, in the RAPT framework we select γ to maximize the product219

of user’s accuracy and producer’s accuracy of the burned class. Note that220

selecting the decision threshold γ by maximizing the product of the user’s221

and producer’s accuracy ensures that the errors of omission and commission222

are relatively balanced.223

A gradient descent algorithm is used to select the model parameters w224

of the logistic regression model. This logistic regression model is then used225

to estimate the conditional probability P [y = 1|x; w] for every pixel. The226

selection of decision threshold γ is a challenge in our problem setting because227

the training data created using active fire hotspots is plagued with noise228

in training labels, therefore estimation of user’s and producer’s accuracy229

corresponding to different choices of γ is tricky. In particular, if we ignore the230

noise in labels of training samples, it may lead to incorrect estimation of user’s231
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and producer’s accuracy resulting in selection of a sub-optimal threshold232

value, due to which the classification model will show higher rates of omission233

and commission compared to the optimal model. To address this issue we use234

a new learning procedure (Mithal et al. (2016)), which is especially designed235

to build classification models when training samples suffer from label noise in236

the context of imbalanced class problems such as burned area mapping. This237

new learning algorithm allows us to use active fire hotspots as a surrogate238

of burned areas for training classifier to identify burn-scar without incurring239

any additional cost of annotating training samples. In fact, Mithal et al.240

(2016) shows, both theoretically and empirically, that the performance of the241

classifier trained on training samples selected using active fire is expected to242

be similar to the performance of the classifier trained using gold standard243

training samples of burned and unburned pixels.244

Note that it is possible that the scar classifier built in stage 1 has a245

poor user’s accuracy, especially if the burned and unburned samples are not246

separable in the feature space. Burned area detection in such regions and247

land cover classes may lead to poor user’s accuracy, and hence it may be248

desirable to skip detection in these regions to avoid too many false positives.249

In fact, some existing burned area algorithms use a form of separability250

test to decide whether a good classifier can be built for a given region and251

land cover. For example, Giglio et al. (2009) used a measure of separability252

between the distribution of vegetation differences of burned and unburned253

samples to determine if their burned area algorithm is to be applied to the254

region. Since the objective is to achieve high user’s accuracy, we use an255

estimate of the user’s accuracy of the burned areas identified in stage 1 as a256
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measure of separability of the burned and unburned class. Though it is not257

possible to estimate user’s accuracy without access to gold standard labels,258

the analysis presented in Mithal et al. (2016) shows that it is possible to259

estimate a lower bound on user’s accuracy of stage 1. We use this lower260

bound as our test of separability, and execute RAPT on a tile only if the261

estimated lower bound is greater than a pre-specified threshold (10% was262

used in this study).263

2.2.2 Stage 2: Identifying confident burned pixels264

In the second stage, each pixel is classified as either confident burn or unla-265

beled by combining the predictions of the scar classifier and the active fire266

hotspots. We use a conservative combination step that labels a pixel as con-267

fident burn if it is identified both by the scar classifier and active fire. As268

a result, confident burn pixels exhibit both burn-scars and thermal anomaly269

signals. This strict criterion ensures that the confident burn pixels have a270

smaller number of commission errors compared to both the scar classifier and271

active fire hotspots individually.272

2.2.3 Stage 3: Spatial growing and final classification273

The confident burned areas, identified in the previous step, typically cover274

only a small fraction of the total burned pixels. This is especially true in275

the tropics where active fire hotspots have a low coverage due to poor data276

quality (eg. obstruction by clouds) and limited frequency of satellite overpass.277

Therefore, in the third step of RAPT we improve the coverage of burned areas278

by leveraging the spatial context of confident burned pixels and candidate279
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burned pixels. More specifically, a spatial growing method is used, which280

includes the pixels that show a burn-scar but are not detected as confident281

burns as part of final burned areas if they are spatially connected to some282

confident burned pixels within a spatial distance of 5 MODIS pixels. This is283

a manually selected threshold, but the performance is not very sensitive to284

it. In fact, our experimental results indicated that if we choose the distance285

threshold between 5 to 10 pixels, the results remained unchanged for most286

tiles and years. However, having this threshold as low as 5 is helpful in287

ensuring that large spatial regions incorrectly classified as burned in Stage 1288

do not get classified as burned at the end of Stage 3 just due to a spurious289

active fire hotspot that coincides with the onset of event in Stage 1.290

Finally, we use temporal persistence as a measure of confidence for de-291

tected events and reduce spurious detections. In most fires burn scars remain292

visible for multiple time steps, and RAPT uses the length of the temporal293

window for which the scar is visible as a measure of the confidence of the294

burn event. In this paper, we report burn events for which the scar was295

visible for at least 4 time steps (i.e. a month). Note that one can potentially296

use a lower confidence RAPT burned area product that includes detected297

events with a smaller scar window of 1-3 time steps. However, including the298

low confidence events will increase the number of commission errors.299

Land cover and geographical partitioning To account for the spectral300

diversity of burn scars, we train multiple classification models, each focusing301

on a smaller, homogeneous partition of the data, grouped according to the302

land cover class and geographical region. Learning a separate, customized303
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classifier for each homogeneous group is known to improve the burned area304

detection performance, as it allows for automated adaptation of model pa-305

rameters to the specifics of fire occurrence in the biome and spatial region of306

interest (Giglio et al. (2009)). Specifically, in our detection framework, we307

create separate groups corresponding to each MODIS tile (to address geo-308

graphical heterogeneity) and each MODIS land cover class (to address land309

cover heterogeneity).310

Moreover, burned area results are reported for only stable forest pixels.311

A pixel is considered to belong to stable forest in a particular year if it is312

labeld as forest by MODIS land cover in the previous year as well as in the313

first 4 years (i.e., 2001-2004).314

3 Burned Area Detection in Tropical forests315

The RAPT framework is applied to the forested locations in 15 MODIS tiles316

in South America and South-east Asia between 20◦N and 20◦S latitudes from317

2001 to 2014. We report results only for 9 of these MODIS tiles, as for the318

other 6 tiles RAPT stage 1 classifier did not pass the separability test, i.e.319

the estimated lower bound on the user’s accuracy was below the specified320

threshold of 10%. These excluded tiles appear to have much less fire activity321

than other tiles since they account for less than 10% of the total number of322

burned locations found by MCD64A1 in the 15 tiles.323

In the following, we compare the burned area estimates by RAPT to324

MCD64A1, which is a widely used global-scale post-fire burned area prod-325

uct. For ease of comparison we scaled RAPT and MCD64A1 to annual326
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Table 1: Table reports the number of burned pixels (at 500 m. spatial
resolution) corresponding to RAPT (only), Common and MCD64A1 (only)
for each tile in the region of study.

MODIS RAPT Common MCD64A1
tile only only

h11v09 319956 45108 11923
h12v09 542753 126040 17042
h11v10 266256 100025 59523
h12v10 235814 138924 75873
h13v09 152867 14957 1587
h28v08 72978 16184 16193
h29v08 331139 2167 10441
h28v09 52567 17084 18796
h29v09 106667 42899 28120

Total 1782997 503388 239498

products, i.e. every year each 500 m pixel in the product was assigned to ei-327

ther burned or unburned class depending on whether it is flagged as burned328

in at least one of the dates in the corresponding year. On comparing the329

two products for a given year, each pixel belongs to one of the following330

categories- reported as burned by both products, reported as burned only by331

RAPT and unburned by MCD64A1, reported as burned only by MCD64A1332

and unburned by RAPT, or reported as unburned by both products. Table 1333

reports the number of burned pixels belonging to each of the three categories-334

RAPT (only), Common (i.e. both RAPT and MCD64A1), and MCD64A1335

(only) aggregated over the 14 years. We observe that RAPT identifies about336

67% of burned areas reported by MCD64A1. But more importantly, RAPT337

identifies 2,286,385 MODIS pixels (approximately 571 K sq. km.), which is338

about three times as many burned areas compared to MCD64A1.339
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4 Validation of RAPT events340

Rigorous validation of any global burned area data set requires independent,341

gold standard maps of burned areas for different regions of study. To the342

best of our knowledge, no such high quality comprehensive maps are avail-343

able for the tropical forests. Therefore, we looked at multiple independent344

sources of evidence to validate the burned areas detected by RAPT. These345

included: (1) manual inspection using medium resolution Landsat false color346

composites, (2) manual inspection using vegetation index time series, and347

(3) comprehensive quantitative validation using the difference in Normalized348

Burn Ratio (dNBR) computed from pre-event and post-event MODIS mul-349

tispectral reflectance images. The goal of these validation studies is to show350

that the events reported by RAPT are indeed true burns. For a more thor-351

ough validation, we have made our product available publicly by a web-based352

viewer http://arizona-umh.cs.umn.edu/FireMonitorRelease/.353
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4.1 Manual inspection using Landsat images354

(a) Before fire event. (b) After fire event.

Figure 2: Figure shows the Landsat multispectral image composites before and
after a large fire event in Brazil, South America that is detected by RAPT algo-
rithm but missing in MCD64A1. The dots correspond to the center of a 500 m.
MODIS pixel. The post-event composite image shows a clear burn scar, which
is in good agreement with the spatial boundary of burned pixels detected by the
algorithm. Figure best viewed in color.

(a) Before fire event. (b) After fire event.

Figure 3: Figure shows the before and after Landsat multispectral image com-
posities corresponding to a large fire event in Indonesia that is detected by RAPT
algorithm but missing in MCD64A1. The post-event composite image shows a
clear burn scar, which is in good agreement with the spatial boundary of burned
pixels detected by the algorithm. Figure best viewed in color.
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Manual inspection of false color image composites of Landsat data is com-355

monly used to verify the accuracy of a burned area product. We carefully356

examined a number of fire events detected by RAPT in the tropical forests for357

which clear Landsat images were available both before and after the event.358

In most of these cases, we are able to see a burn scar in the post-fire com-359

posites. As an illustration, in Figures 2 and 3 we show Landsat false color360

composites of two large fire events in Brazil and Indonesia, respectively. The361

dots shown in each image correspond to the center of a 500 m pixel that is362

detected by RAPT scheme as burned (note that these events were missing363

in the MCD64A1 burned area product). The Figures clearly show a good364

agreement between the RAPT detection and the burn scar in the “after365

event” images, while there is evidence of a healthy forest cover in the “before366

event” images. This approach does not provide a comprehensive validation,367

as manual inspection of every identified burn event will be extremely time368

consuming. Furthermore, manual inspection is particularly challenging to369

use in the tropics where it is difficult to find cloud free images.370

4.2 Manual inspection of vegetation index time series371

Fire events often reduce the total leaf cover of a pixel and are therefore visible372

in vegetation index time series as a sudden drop in vegetation index followed373

by a gradual recovery. Though, vegetation index can go down for a number374

of other reasons unrelated to fire, but a synchronized drop in vegetation for375

a spatially contiguous set of locations increases our confidence that they are376

associated with fire, especially when active fire hotspots are present in some377
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of the locations. Hence, one way to validate fire events detected by RAPT is378

to check if the time of the event is associated with a sudden synchronized drop379

in vegetation index. As an illustration, Figure 4c shows the temporal profile380

of the enhanced vegetation index (EVI) corresponding of a typical burned381

pixel in Indonesia. The vegetation time series shows an abrupt change in382

year 2006 followed by a gradual recovery. Figure 4d shows the EVI profiles383

of all pixels belonging to a fire event for a specific date. We observe that384

all these pixels show a synchronized vegetation loss on the same date. Such385

sudden synchronized drops in vegetation at the time of event is visible for a386

vast majority of locations detected by RAPT, as can be easily seen in the387

publicly available viewer.388
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(a) Quality map by MCD64A1 (red is bad
quality, green is good quality)

(b) Comparison map (blue is only RAPT,
red is common, yellow is only MCD64A1)

(c) EVI profile of a single burned pixel.

(d) EVI series of a fire event.

(e) NBR profile of a single burned pixel.

(f) NBR series of a fire event.

Figure 4: Figure shows a region in Indonesia where MCD64A1 missed several
burned pixels due to poor data quality around burn date. The evidence from (i)
EVI time series and (ii) NBR series indicates that the additional burned pixels
identified by RAPT are true burns.
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4.3 Validation using Normalized Burn Ratio on Land-389

sat Images390

A commonly used approach for quantitative evaluation of burned area prod-391

ucts is to use independent statistics such as Normalized Burn Ratio (NBR)392

on Landsat images to derive validation data. Specifically, a validation label393

(burn/ no burn) is assigned to each pixel in the region of study for a partic-394

ular year using NBR data. The validation labels are then used to compute395

evaluation measures such as user’s and producer’s accuracy for the burned396

area products being evaluated.397

Typically, the methodology to construct validation labels for a Landsat398

tile from NBR involves the following steps. First, a time interval (typically a399

fire season) is chosen for which the validation labels are to be derived. Next,400

a post-burn image is selected that shows a burn scar in its Landsat false401

color composite image and is also relatively clear of clouds and other quality402

issues. Once the post-burn image is determined, a cloud free pre-burn image403

is selected in the previous year for the same season as the post-burn image.404

Selecting the pre-burn image from the same season reduces differences arising405

due to the seasonal variations in spectral values of the land surface. Then406

the differenced NBR (dNBR) value of each pixel is computed by taking the407

difference between the NBR values of the pixel on the selected pre-burn and408

post-burn dates. Finally, a decision threshold on the dNBR score is selected409

and the pixels with dNBR value greater than this selected threshold are410

considered as burned in the validation data and remaining are considered as411

unburned (Giglio et al. (2009)). Selection of this threshold is done via visual412
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inspection of Landsat false color composite images such that the burned413

locations in the resulting validation data best match with the scar visible in414

the Landsat composite. The obtained validation data is used to compute the415

user’s and producer’s accuracy for the burned area product being evaluated.416

This approach is difficult to use for a comprehensive evaluation of burned417

products in the tropics due to the following three reasons. First, this ap-418

proach is not very effective in the tropics because reasonable quality post-419

burn Landsat images are often not available close to the date of the event420

either due to cloud cover or due to smoke from fires. In fact, for many fire421

events a clear Landsat image is often not available for an entire year, making422

the scar to go away or become less visible with time. This is possibly why423

none of the burned area products have been quantitatively evaluated in the424

tropics to the best of our knowledge. Second, this approach requires consid-425

erable human effort to select pre-burn and post-burn images, and decision426

threshold on dNBR for each Landsat tile. This makes it cumbersome for427

evaluating large regions (eg. several hundred Landsat tiles). Third, in this428

approach evaluation is performed only on Landsat tiles that have some fire429

activity reported by the product being evaluated- making it harder to assess430

omission errors of the product in case the entire burn event in the Landsat431

tile was missed by the product.432
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4.4 Validation using Normalized Burn Ratio on the433

scale of MODIS tile434

Here we present a MODIS-based validation strategy for evaluating burned435

area products. This strategy addresses the issue of poor data quality of436

Landsat images in tropics, while also reducing the requirements on human437

supervision. As a result, the scheme enables us to present a comprehensive438

quantitative evaluation of burned area products in the tropics.439

4.4.1 Constructing a MODIS-based validation data440

We use the MODIS-based burn index computed from the band 2 and band441

7 of multispectral reflectance data. This index approximately corresponds442

to the Normalized Burn Ratio developed in context of Landsat band 4443

(Near Infra-Red) and band 7 (Short Wave Infra-Red) (Loboda et al. (2007)).444

MODIS-derived NBR is relatively less impacted by data quality issues ob-445

served in Landsat-based validation because MODIS product uses composites446

of daily images compared to 16-day observations from Landsat. Using daily447

composites is especially helpful in the tropics where finding clear images448

around the event date is difficult.449

NBR =
band2− band7

band2 + band7

dNBR = NBRprefire −NBRpostfire

Though MODIS-based NBR is less impacted by data quality issues than450
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their Landsat-based counterparts, it is still challenging to use MODIS-based451

NBR to derive validation data set. Due to the larger size of a MODIS tile452

compared to a Landsat tile, a single MODIS tile often has multiple fire events453

that are associated with different burn dates. For each event, the dNBR454

signal is strongest at the actual date of event and can fade away if computed455

on a date farther away from the event date. Thus, selecting a single event456

date for the entire MODIS tile is not effective. In order to address this issue,457

we select the expected event date for each pixel so that dNBR is computed458

with respect to these event dates. Moreover, this selection has to be done459

without human supervision for this approach to scale for large regions. In460

our approach, we make use of active fire hotspots as a heuristic to guide461

the selection of expected event date for pixels. In particular, we select the462

expected event date for a pixel based on the date associated with the spatially463

nearest active fire hotspot in that same year. If there are multiple active464

fire hotspots observed in the same year, we chose the first occurrence (as it465

corresponds to the start of the fire). For the burned pixels, the selected event466

date is likely to correspond to the actual burn date. For the unburned pixels,467

there is no actual burn date, and the selected date is one in the fire season468

of the spatial region.469
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(a) dNBR distribution of burned and unburned pixels.
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(b) dNBR distribution of burned (RAPT) pixels.
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Figure 5: dNBR distributions for (i) all pixels, (ii) RAPT events and (iii)
MCD64A1 events for MODIS tile h29v09 for year 2006.
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(a) dNBR generated validation labels-
burned pixels (red), unburned pixels
(black) and eliminated pixels (yellow).

01-Nov-2014

(b) False Color Composite from MODIS
multispectral data. The burned areas
are visible as red patches.

Figure 6: An illustrative example of validation labels derived using MODIS-
dNBR.

Next, a post-burn NBR value has to be associated with each pixel with470

respect to the event date associated with it for the given year. One possible471

approach is to use the NBR value for the expected event date or the next472

date since the burn scar is expected to be the strongest immediately after the473

burning. However, the spectral observations on these dates are also likely to474

be most impacted by quality issues due to smoke from fires. Since the burn475

scar fades as we go farther away from the event date, as a trade-off we use the476

median NBR value of the 8 time steps (approximately 2 months) after the477

associated event date for each pixel. We have noticed that in most places in478

tropics, scars tend to last for two months and using the median value brings479

robustness to any poor quality data.480

To assign a pre-burn NBR, one possibility was to take the median from 8481

time steps of the same season in the previous year. This works in practice in482
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most parts of the world. However, in tropics we observed that a large number483

of locations show multiple burns in consecutive years (eg. when preparing484

land for deforestation). In such scenario using the previous year leads to485

a lower difference for the burns in years following the first burn event. To486

minimize this problem, in our approach we use the median NBR value of the487

8 time steps for same season from the first four years (2001-2004) instead488

of the previous year, and therefore the dNBR-based validation is performed489

only for 2005 onward. (Note that there may still be some pixels that are490

burned in 2001-2004, and thus could impact the evaluation results if these491

are burned in future years.)492

The differenced NBR is computed by taking the difference between the493

assigned pre-burn and post-burn NBR values. The final task is to determine a494

decision threshold on dNBR scores to create the validation labels. Note that495

MODIS-based dNBR has greater confusion between burned and unburned496

pixels compared to Landsat dNBR due to its coarser spatial resolution and497

the nature of its reflectance bands. This combined with the fact that a single498

MODIS tile may have many fires on multiple dates, makes it infeasible to499

determine this threshold even with careful manual inspection. We noticed500

that pixels with a high dNBR value typically show signs of a burn event, while501

pixels with a low dNBR value do not. Hence, for pixels with extreme values502

of dNBR, it is possible to assign a validation label with high certainty. As503

an illustration, Figures 5b and 5c show the dNBR distribution of burned and504

unburned pixels assigned by RAPT and MCD64A1. But, there is an interval505

of dNBR values in which there is confusion in the actual label. Thus, we506

observe that there exists a range of dNBR values, thlow and thhigh, such that507
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pixels with dNBR greater than thhigh can be marked as burned and pixels508

with dNBR lower than thlow can be marked as unburned in the validation509

labels with reasonable certainty.510

To avoid penalizing algorithms for either identifying or missing pixels511

belonging to this high confusion dNBR region, we exclude these pixels from512

our validation data set. As an illustration, Figure 5c shows the pixels assigned513

to burned class in validation set in red, to unburned class in black, and those514

eliminated from evaluation in yellow for a sample region. We observe that515

some of the eliminated pixels form the boundaries of large fire events (and516

therefore may correspond to partial burning) while others belong to unburned517

regions. Thus, by eliminating these pixels we also reduce the impact of edge518

effects introduced by coarse resolution data sets, where a burned MODIS519

pixel at the edge of a fire scar often covers a combination of burned and520

unburned areas.521

For most tiles, it is desirable to keep the width of the threshold window522

(thlow and thhigh) to be small, as it is possible to artificially increase user’s and523

producer’s accuracy by considerably increasing this window and evaluating524

only on a small number of instances. Ideally, the threshold window also needs525

to be adapted for different tiles (and in fact for different regions within a526

MODIS tile) to account for the diversity of spectral signal. However, adapting527

the threshold window for each spatial region would require significant human528

effort. In our evaluation, we used a single threshold window of thlow = 0.05529

and thhigh = 0.17 that appeared reasonable for all tiles being evaluated. To530

ensure a reasonable validation set, we constrained the threshold selection531

such that no more than 20% of the total burned pixels for both RAPT and532
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MCD64A1 are excluded for each of the tiles in the tropics on which we533

performed evaluation.534

4.4.2 Results of MODIS-dNBR evaluation535

The dNBR-derived validation data set enables a comprehensive validation536

by estimating the user’s and producer’s accuracy for the fires detected by537

RAPT from 2005 to 2014 for each MODIS tile in the region of study. (No538

validation labels is available between 2001-2004 since our dNBR computation539

requires first four years for building pre-burn NBR value). Table 2 reports540

the user’s and producer’s accuracy for both RAPT and MCD64A1 for each541

tile in our region of study. Our first observation from Table 2 is that both542

RAPT and MCD64A1 show a high user’s accuracy, i.e. they do not have543

many spurious burn events (see the first and third column of table). Table544

2 also shows that RAPT has a considerably higher producer’s accuracy than545

MCD64A1 (almost three times on an aggregate level). Note that from the546

results in Table 2 it appears that the producer’s accuracy, even for RAPT,547

is low (between 0.18 to 0.54). A part of it explained by sources of errors of548

omission, which are discussed in detail in Section 5. However, we noticed549

that a significant loss in producer’s accuracy is an artifact of using dNBR-550

based validation labels. dNBR is a surrogate signal that is being used to551

derive validation labels, and some unburned pixels may show a high dNBR552

by random chance. These unburned pixels get incorrectly assigned to burned553

class in the validation labels, and hence artificially reduce the estimates of554

producer’s accuracy.555

The higher producer’s accuracy of RAPT relative to MCD64A1 can be at-556
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Table 2: Table shows the user’s and producer’s accuracy of RAPT and
MCD64A1 products for each tile in the region of study.

MODIS RAPT MCD64A1
tile User’s acc. Producer’s acc. User’s acc. Producer’s acc.

h11v09 0.90 0.54 0.94 0.10
h12v09 0.95 0.54 0.99 0.17
h11v10 0.95 0.40 0.96 0.18
h12v10 0.98 0.29 0.98 0.19
h13v09 0.88 0.51 0.99 0.09
h28v08 0.99 0.31 0.91 0.08
h29v08 0.99 0.18 0.58 0.02
h28v09 0.99 0.34 0.91 0.13
h29v09 0.93 0.47 0.84 0.18

tributed to two reasons. First, the burned area algorithm to derive MCD64A1557

product uses several hand-crafted rules and parameters for obtaining training558

samples from active fire hotspots as well as keeping commission errors low.559

These manually determined thresholds of MCD64A1 appear to be too conser-560

vative for the tropical forests, which has been validated (Giglio et al. (2009))561

to have high producer’s accuracy in areas outside tropics, but not in tropical562

forests. In contrast, RAPT algorithm automatically builds a model for each563

spatial region (MODIS tile) and land class such that it jointly maximizes the564

user’s and producer’s accuracy, and hence is able to build a good model for565

different areas in the tropics without facing the limitations of expert-specified566

rules and parameter tuning. Second, MCD64A1 uses daily data and detects567

fires based on vegetation change in 20 days around the date of the fire event.568

We noticed that there are several gaps in MCD64A1 burned areas due to lack569

of high quality surface observations, i.e. it excludes pixels with poor data570

quality in a 20 day period. This problem is particularly relevant for tropical571
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areas with high average percent cloud cover and where burning results in the572

release of large quantities of particulate matter into the atmosphere. In con-573

trast, RAPT is less impacted by poor data quality because it uses a longer574

temporal context to identify fire scars that sometimes remain detectable for575

multiple months. As an illustration, Figure 4b shows the additional burned576

pixels (in blue) identified by RAPT in a region in Indonesia. Figure 4a shows577

the map of burned pixels (RAPT union MCD64A1) that were classified as578

unburned by MCD64A1 due to poor quality observations on their respective579

burn dates. The Figure shows that a large fraction of burned pixels identified580

by RAPT but missing in MCD64A1 were assigned to unburned class due to581

a poor data quality issue on the burn date. The Figure 4 also shows a typical582

EVI and NBR profile of a pixel assigned to burned class by RAPT in the583

triangle region. We can clearly see a sharp decrease followed by a gradual584

recovery in these signals, which is a signature of fire event, thus suggesting585

that these additional burned pixels identified by RAPT are true burns that586

are missed by MCD64A1 due to poor data quality at the time of burn event.587

5 Limitations of our burned area detection588

In this section we discuss the major limitations of RAPT burned area map-589

ping framework that we observed in the tropical forests.590

5.1 Errors of commission591

We are able to validate most of the high confidence events detected by RAPT592

using one or more lines of evidence. However, RAPT does identify locations593
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that appear to be incorrectly labeled as burn events. Our manual investi-594

gation that many of these errors of commission occur in locations for which595

the MODIS land classification product MOD12Q1 appears to be uncertain596

regarding their land cover (i.e., classified as forests in some years and non-597

forests in other years). One possible explanation for higher commission errors598

in these locations is that many of these locations are not forests; hence, RAPT599

algorithm trained for forest class performs poorly on these pixels belonging to600

a different land class (such as grasslands, shrubs, wetlands). Note that there601

are far more errors of commission made in Stage 1, but most of those get602

corrected in subsequent stages that impose constraints on spatial proximity603

of active fire hotspots and length of the temporal window in which burn scar604

is visible. To minimize errors of commission due to incorrect MODIS label,605

in Section 4 we have only presented results for those pixels that are labeled606

as forest by MODIS MOD12Q1 consecutively from 2001-2004.607

5.2 Errors of omission608

Errors of omission are particularly hard to quantify in the absence of a ground609

truth. But from Table 1 and 2, it is obvious that RAPT missed many pixels610

that are identified as burned by MCD64A1 (Table 1) or show a large dNBR611

value (Table 2). Our careful investigation identified a number of possible612

reasons for these omission errors.613

One major reason for omission errors is the absence of any Active fire614

hotspot in the spatial proximity of burned pixels (even though a burn scar615

was detected on these pixels in RAPT Stage 1). However, the exclusion of616
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these pixels is necessary since the scar classifier if used without co-occurrence617

of active fire will have many errors of commission.618

Another major source of omission errors is due to the constraint that the619

burn scar must be visible according to RAPT stage 1 in at least 4 consec-620

utive time steps. In fact, for most of the locations identified as burned by621

MCD64A1 but not by RAPT (see last column of Table 1), we noticed that622

RAPT stage 1 detects burn scar in one or more time steps. But we have623

chosen to exclude locations for which RAPT identifies burn in less than 4624

consecutive time steps, as many of them are difficult to validate using any625

line of evidence.626

Finally, a small fraction of omission errors correspond to burned pixels627

for which the scar classifier did not detect any burn scar in the year. One628

possible explanation for the absence of burn scar is that the classifier is not629

able to model all the variations of burn scars due to the lack of representative630

training samples in presence of multi-modality.631

5.3 Fires in locations with high uncertainty in forest632

label633

RAPT identified burned areas in 9 out of 15 MODIS tiles in the region of634

study. In the excluded MODIS tiles, the RAPT algorithm does not report635

any burned areas because it was not able to build a classification model in636

stage 1 to identify burn scars in forests with a reasonable user’s accuracy.637

This situation can arise if the spectral features being used for building models638

are not discriminative or if the classifier (logistic regression in our case) is639
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not appropriate to model the decision boundary.640
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Figure 7: Figure shows the relationship between number of observed active fire
pixels in stable forests versus the user’s accuracy estimated by RAPT for included
tiles (in red) and excluded tiles(in blue).

After careful investigation of the reason behind this issue, we identified641

an interesting relationship between the user’s accuracy of RAPT stage 1642

and the stability of the MODIS forest class labels of a tile. Specifically,643

we noticed that in the 6 excluded tiles the active fire hotspots occurred in644

locations that exhibit a high uncertainty in their land cover labels according645

to MODIS land cover classification product. Figure 7 shows the relationship646

between the estimated lower bound on user’s accuracy of Stage 1 classifier647

and the stability of forest class in pixels with active fire hotspots. For each648

MODIS tile the x-axis corresponds to the estimated lower bound on the user’s649

accuracy of Stage 1 classifier and the y-axis corresponds to the fraction of650

the active fire hotspots which belong to stable forests (i.e. had MODIS land651

cover label as forest in all 5 years before the year of active fire). Due to the652
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limitations of the MODIS land cover classification product, some of the pixels653

belonging to non-forest land classes or mixture of forest and non-forest land654

classes are also present in the MODIS forest land cover class The current655

implementation of RAPT is impacted by such errors in land cover labels and656

additional work is needed to train classification models for such tiles.657

6 Burning associated with forest conversions658

Large-scale plantations often do not comply with regulations for deforesta-659

tion and employ cost-effective but environmentally damaging slash-and-burn660

practices for clearing forested areas. A timely-updated, reliable burned area661

product can be helpful in identifying such illegally constructed plantations.662

In this section we report the co-occurrence of fire activity in forested loca-663

tions that exhibited signs of a land cover conversion. The MODIS land cover664

classification product MOD12Q1 is used to identify a set of pixels with signs665

of land cover conversion in each MODIS tile. In particular, a pixel is con-666

sidered to have been converted from a forest class to non-forest class if it is667

labeled as forest in the years between 2001-2003 and labeled as non-forest in668

the years between 2010-2012. Table 3 reports the number of converted pixels669

identified by the above heuristic in each tile. A converted pixel is considered670

to be associated with burn activity according to a given burned area product671

if the product reported a burn event between 2004-2009. Table 3 reports the672

percent of converted pixels associated with a burn event according to the673

RAPT and MCD64A1 products in each MODIS tile.674

We notice that MCD64A1 has only a small percentage of converted pix-675
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Table 3: Table reports number of converted pixels in each MODIS tile be-
tween 2004 to 2009 and the percentage of these converted pixels associated
with a burn activity by RAPT and MCD64A1.

tile converted pixels % RAPT(high) % MCD64A1
h11v09 10021 96 47
h12v09 51628 81 33
h11v10 26134 74 30
h12v10 82936 62 37
h13v09 41527 53 05
h28v08 24788 35 11
h29v08 11041 35 05
h28v09 28943 24 08
h29v09 17219 46 08

els associated with a fire activity. We attribute this to the poor producer’s676

accuracy of MCD64A1 in the tropics. In contrast, the RAPT product shows677

a significantly higher occurrence of fire among the converted pixels. As an678

illustration, Figure 8 shows the Google Earth image of a region in Amazon679

that experienced several deforestation events between 2002 and 2015. Figure680

8 also shows the burn events identified by RAPT in this region (as yellow681

and red circles representing pixel centers). The RAPT detection shows a con-682

siderable agreement with the deforestation patches (visible in Google Earth683

imagery in 2015), suggesting a rampant use of burning to clear forested areas684

in this region. In fact, we observed that for a typical converted pixel in this685

region, the burn events often occured in multiple years before the pixel got686

converted completely to a non-forest land class (i.e. got labeled by MODIS687

as non-forest land cover). These results suggest that a regularly updated688

fire product like RAPT can play a crucial role in early warning systems to689

monitor active deforestation fronts for preventive intervention.690
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Figure 8: Figure shows the RAPT events detected between 2002 and 2014
for a region in Amazon that also experienced significant deforestation ac-
tivity. We notice that the RAPT detections show a good agreement with
the visible deforested patches, while the RAPT detections also identified in
MCD64A1 cover only a small portion of deforested area. The Figure also
shows the number of RAPT events (burns in different years) between this
period. We notice that a majority of burned pixels have experienced 3 or
more burn events. The figure also shows the burn events and MODIS land
cover sequence for a typical burned pixel in this region. We notice that for
this representative pixel a sequence of 3 consecutive burn events is followed
by a land cover conversion from forest to non-forest in MODIS.
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7 Concluding remarks691

We presented results on a new MODIS-based burned area product that has692

comparable user’s accuracy but considerably better producers’s accuracy693

compared to the state-of-art MCD64A1 in the tropical forests. Though there694

is considerable uncertainty in translating burned area into carbon emissions,695

the significantly larger burned area identified by RAPT will help addressing696

the current uncertainties in tropical carbon budgets. Moreover, this product697

can be used to identify and mitigate practices such as slash-and-burn that698

are often used to illegally clear forested locations for plantations and other699

commercial activity.700

Even though RAPT results are in the tropical forests of Amazon and701

South-east Asia, the algorithm offers opportunities for global-scale fire map-702

ping. Since, the presented algorithm does not rely on hand-crafted rules or703

parameters, and automatically adjusts its model parameters to the specifics704

of different spatial regions and land cover classes, it can be adapted to identify705

burned areas in other land classes and geographical regions.706

In the RAPT framework, the predictive model is trained on homogeneous707

land cover and geographical regions. The presented implementation of RAPT708

uses MODIS tile boundaries to address geographical heterogeneity and relies709

on the MODIS land classification for a good quality forest mask. However,710

there may be considerable variability within a MODIS tile, and the MODIS711

land cover labels are coarse (many sub-classes) and may also be incorrect.712

The ability of the RAPT framework to identify fires with high accuracy is713

impacted by these issues. Hence, further extensions of this framework are714
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needed that can perform automated data-driven grouping of pixels, instead715

of relying on land classification products and MODIS tile boundaries.716
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